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Background
Perl is widely used in the financial community, almost
as extensively as its use is swept under the rug. This
might seem like an overstatement, but based on our
experience, Perl programmers who work for banks and
brokers are a bit like Toyota owners in Detroit. Subject
to open contempt, but respected where it counts— the
delivery of an on-time and useful application.
The reason for the bastard son status of Perl in an industry renowned for early adoption of technology and
calculated risk taking is, well, because when it comes to
operational procedures (a category into which financial
product automation surely falls these days), banks are
essentially conservative organizations. They tend to
want to claim they are using clean, presumably riskadverse languages such as C/C++. Languages like Perl
are often considered “kludgey”, “hard to lock down”,
and “difficult to manage”.
The irony is that programming in traditional languages
such as Microsoft’s two top sellers (VB and C++) is
actually quite risky. VB programming tends to have so
many internals shielded away, that it is easy to make
very bad architectural decisions especially with regards
to distributed application programming on the Web.
C++ programmers may be more sophisticated, but the
average C++ programmer spends a great deal of time
getting a program even written and compiled.
In a fast-paced, constantly changing financial Internet
world, the extra time it takes to get a VB or C++ project
to integrate well, especially in a web environment, tends
to blow the software requirements right out of the water
before Phase One is complete. Ouch!
The fact is that banks are driven almost entirely by the
motivation to make money. For a long time now, making money at a bank has not been so much about inventing the process as it has been about automating it.
Quickly. Before somebody else does.

Enter Perl. A language built around doing things
quickly and easily. Is it any wonder that if individual
yearly bonuses depend on getting the job done right and
rapidly, many programmers will tend to choose Perl
behind the scenes?
The purpose of this paper is to take you through the
various ways in which we use Perl in a financial organization; to talk about why Perl was a perfect fit for these
tasks. As a descriptive example, we’ll go through the
details of a financial trading application we implemented in Perl with a light Java applet front-end.

1. Where Perl Is Used
Before approaching the financial uses of Perl, it’s important to realize that as in most communities, Perl
wasn’t completely unheard of. Unix SysAdmins – a
ubiquitous breed -- have been using Perl to automate
server builds, workflows, and monitor heterogeneous
systems for some time. Additionally, Perl established a
firmer foothold in the last few years as the street began
to notice what that World Wide Web thing could do for
their bottom line, and CGI programmers (a Perly lot,
generally speaking) were actively recruited.
From these roots, Perl has spread forward to trading
systems, and backward to settlement, clearing and general ledger systems. If not to actually build these systems, then certainly to provide the programming glue
that ties them together.
The table below shows a brief set of examples of places
Perl is used in our company. While some of these implementations are quite extensive, Perl is still really best
understood as our “glue language.” Like all our competitors, we consist of a lot of different systems that all
need to talk to each other on some level or another.
Having an acrobat like Perl on the shelf is invaluable to
that task. The next section will provide more specifics
on the properties of Perl that make it so useful in this
role.

Traditional Applications
Web Programming
Workflow (staging process)
System Monitoring Alerts
CGI/Perl Central IT Apps
Financial Applications
ADP Settlements Front
End & Filtering
Web Financial Research
and Profiling
Web CP Trading
Global1 Glue
Foreign Exchange Reporting Engine
Equity Finance Stock
Borrowing
Report Creation and Distribution
Client File Parsing (trade
capture)

Programmers
Peter Borg

Peter Borg, Chris Hughes
Jon Hawkes, Simon Botting, Bruno Georges
Programmers
Karin Hanni, Dan Lindy,
John Herron, John Muccini
Jon Hawkes
Simon Botting, Jon
Hawkes
Jim Nekos, John Herron,
Ian Carter
Nik Kaul
Peter Williams, Gunther
Birznieks, Eric Tachibana,
Dan Lindy
Dan Lindy, Peter Williams
Jim Nekos, Dan Lindy

Table 1 - Subset of traditional and financial Perl applications

2. Why Perl For Financial Apps
It boils down to two main aspects of Perl. Ease of programming and speed of integration.

2.1. Ease of Programming
Here’s the ideal scenario that many traditional project
managers see: requirements to spec to design to code to
maintenance. Nice and clean right? No.
It’s the wrong model for many financial apps, and it’s
the wrong model for many Internet apps. Combine the
two -- create a financial app on the Internet -- and
you’ve really got a recipe for disaster if you try to follow traditional programming models. Requirements
change constantly and rapidly. Fall behind the curve
and someone else will fill the niche instead of you. If,
however, you are willing to throw tradition out the window, to sit right there on the trading floor with your
users, coding as you go, you may have a chance.
The argument for strongly typed programming languages like C++ is that they engender “easy maintenance.” Fair enough. But if we can reprogram a system

in Perl from scratch 10 times even before the first C++
iteration gets done, then we have responded to the client
a lot faster. And maintenance? Who cares? Hello? We
were able to rewrite something 10 times. Maintenance is
not an issue in the new model.
OK. So we lied. Maintenance is still an issue. But correctly documented, a weakly typed glue language does
not have to be a burden to maintain. Perl 5 supports
objects that help the management considerably, even if
you are coding at the speed of conversation. Perl might
not be perfect to maintain, but the trade off of being
able to code ten times faster is extremely valuable. It’s a
competitive business advantage.

2.2. Speed of Integration
Perl’s weakly typed variables make gluing applications
together quite easy. There are people who will espouse
the use of CORBA and other middleware products for
gluing apps together. The problem is that these forms of
glue tend to be too strongly typed for constantly
changing specs. They’re a pain in the butt to program.
Once they do finally get done, they break too quickly
when a format change takes place due to their strongly
typed and compiled in stone natures.
So, trap your errors, right? If we had a nickel between
us for every time one of us saw a program hit that “default case that is impossible to get to,” we wouldn’t
need to split these lucrative speaking fees.
This is one of the reasons that XML as a data marshalling and description language is taking off. And before
XML (as a language-independent means of describing
data), Perl was around to take care of massaging data.
Most data comes in the form of text and numeric fields
which needs formatting in one way or another. Often it
is also quite ugly: presented in long and squirrelly position-delimited strings and peppered with unusual check
digits. Perl loves this stuff. CORBA and DCOM do
not. They just don’t have the tools built in to break
them down. Perl has the ability to transfer data with the
added value of transforming it. It makes the perfect
conduit.
This capability of gluing apps together was recognized
in a seminal paper by Lincoln Stein, How Perl Saved
The Human Genome Project (http://bio.perl.org/). Lincoln wrote a program-glue module called Boulder to
allow Perl to easily act as a pipe between scientific programs to do genetic analysis of DNA and protein data.
In the same way, the financial community has adopted
Perl as a mechanism for gluing financial data together in

Figure 1 – Generic Stock Borrow

a way that is loosely typed and thus, highly responsive
to change.
To demonstrate these concepts, we discuss a financial
app that deals with trading on the Web.

3. Borrowing Stock -- A Web Trading App
First we will review the business, for those unfamiliar
with securities lending at a broker/dealer. Then, we will
defend our decision to use Perl to excess, by describing
a system end-to-end.

3.1. The Business

Some of you are probably familiar with the short sale.
Figure 2 - A Brokered Borrow

Figure 1 illustrates this.

An investor has a hunch that a stock she doesn’t own is
going to take a dip in price. So, she borrows 16 shares

from some sucker who owns it, sells it on the open market, and prays that the thing tanks. Say it does -- drops
to half what it was worth. Now she can buy 32 shares
for the price of 16, return half of them to the broker, and
keep the remaining shares. A profit.
Okay, so where do we come into all of this? We work
for a broker/dealer in New York called Barclays. We
get involved because a SEC regulation that prohibits the
short-selling investor in the previous example from borrowing shares directly from the sucker in the previous

example. SEC makes her go through a broker/dealer.
Figure 3 – Supply Browser

The reason for this is to keep broker/dealers in business.
So, apart from the open market (the suckers, or, as they
are sometimes called, long-term investors), we now
have three parties involved in short sale processing:

1. A borrower – Let’s call him George Soros
2. A lender – Let’s call him Peter Lynch
3. A broker – We’ll let Barclays play that role
George has compelled his team of programmers (who
are probably also using Perl) to built some sort of sophisticated trading model involving price, volume, wind
direction, and Zambian housing starts. When he fires it
up, it tells him that he needs to do a lot of short sales in
stocks he doesn’t own, and a lot of long stock purchases
with money he doesn’t have. So, what does he do? He

calls us. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

And we say, “Of course.” (figure 3)

Or rather he calls a group such as Equity Finance at
Barclays, whose sole purpose of existence is to service
the likes of George. George tells us what he is trying to
do. We say, “No problem. You can trade on margin,
and we’ll charge you interest. And if you need us to
find stock to cover your short sales, we’ll get it out of
our vast inventory. Or if we don’t have it, we’ll just
borrow it from Peter Lynch at a lower fee than we will
charge you. Because we’re the broker/dealer. And we
can do that.”

4. Why Perl For This Application

And George says, “Great, and if I’m looking for a certain stock, I can see if you have it by just logging into
your secure Internet site and browsing your inventory,
right?”

Figure 4 – Example of a File Transfer Screen

Number one reason: gluing systems together.
When the Equity Finance group at Barclays needed a
way to track their stock lending, they didn’t tell us to
build a system that would automatically mark all the
loans to the market and generate accrued fee reports.
They said, “We’ll use Global1 for that.”

They didn’t say, “Write a program that will maintain a
Federal Reserve compliant stock record and settle all
my trades in the real world.” They said, “We’ll use
ADP for that.”

In other words, what they said was, “Glue all this crap
together and slap a front end on it so the client can view
the process.” There are a variety of reasons that financial firms rely heavily on third-party systems. They are
considered desirable from support and accountability
perspective. Auditing and regulatory agencies know
about them, and ask fewer questions about them than
home-grown systems.

In the NY EFG group over the last year we have automated 12 Institutional Lenders and 7 Hedge Funds.
None of them have been able to match the spec. Some
of them have not even come close. Some of them just
thank us for being so organized and then send us their
spec. Some of them let their systems send the file most
days, and occasionally they copy and paste it off their
GUI and e-mail it from their Hotmail account.

Number two reason: ease of use.

All of them expect their data to be posted to our systems
every day. An example of one of the interfaces is shown
in figure 4.

Everybody knows Perl… or thinks they do.
Currently there are twelve programmers of various
shapes and sizes on two continents supporting Equity
Finance at Barclays. And, to varying degrees, they all
have been made to use Perl. And, to varying degrees,
some resisted it at first. Resistance was, of course, futile.
Perl programmers fall into many categories, all of who
seem to consider Perl a step down from whatever it is
they were doing before you hired them. VB and C++
programmers, Unix administrators, Business Analysts,
and Failed Traders with Computer Science Backgrounds all fall into this category. But, let’s face it,
good people are hard to find.
And good, bad, and indifferent people all seem to ramp
up faster, and make fewer deeply troubling mistakes,
and are generally happier and better citizens when using
Perl over using just about any other language. Trust us
on this one. Perl is like Spanish. You catch on to the
basics really quickly, and sometimes that’s all you need.
Taking it further then becomes a personal journey, and
not always an easy one.
Number three reason: Client service, done correctly,
is a drag.
If you have any concept of the way Perl works, then you
know that nothing beats a weakly typed, uncompiled,
text parser with a reserved word list just slightly longer
than the new edition of the Oxford English Dictionary.
Especially if you happen to work in a dynamic, high
profile, high pressure environment. And who doesn’t?
The George Soroses and the Peter Lynches of the world
send us data all day long. Trade files. Availability
Files. Cash Transfer Files. Stock Return Notifications.
You name it. And, of course, the good and righteous
technical managers that we are, we have nice pretty file
specifications that we always send them. And they always ignore.

Number four reason: rapid prototyping.
Apart from our clients, the twelve of us who support
Equity Finance Technology had to face off with three
highly organized and opinionated groups to get this
system in place: a large IT organization centralized in
London, with their own special projects, of which we
were not one, a strong Information Risk Management
group, with strict guidelines for dissemination of information outside the firm, which we needed to extend.,
and a handful of business managers, who had a strong
motivation for doing this project. As did we. So, this is
what we had to do.
The table below translates to a net delivery time of 18
weeks. 4 months and change from idea to final product.
And two months into that, people were trading on it. To
our minds, there is no other language that is simultaneously robust enough and flexible enough to pull off a
project of this size on this kind of a schedule.
Milestone
Prototype

Time To
Complete
3 weeks

Design a Database

2 weeks

Get Data Feeds
(Glue)
Get Data Out of
System (Glue)
Productionize Java
& Perl for first client
Spiff it up, release
to all clients
Screwing around
factor

1 week
1 week

Programmers
Dan Lindy, Peter
Williams
Dylan Williams,
Peter Williams
Matthew Phillips,
Peter Williams
Peter Williams

3 weeks

Gunther Birznieks,
Peter Williams

5 weeks

Eric Tachibana,
Peter Williams
Everyone

3 weeks

Table 2 - Financial App Schedule

Figure 5 – Stocks To Go

Each of these milestones carried with it a lot of distractions that are hard to quantify. For instance, during the
prototyping phase, we spent a lot of time on the road
visiting clients, selling the concept. Database design
involved a couple trips to London to work with the programmers at the home office. Actually getting the data
into the system, delivering it to the desk in a useable
form, and then ultimately flipping it out over the
firewall where the Perl CGIs could make use of it consisted of equal parts of design engineering and social
engineering. Data providers had to be encouraged to
send their feeds. Their specs had to be interpreted. The
data had to be normalized for the core systems, and then
denormalised for the performance of the CGIs. Eric
had to get married.

So, what’s the big deal? Well, nobody has done this
before. Brokers have availability files they will send
you. Some of them even have web sites you can log
into to get those files. None of them, however, let you
do all this:

5. The Demo

In figure 6, the CGI asks the supply object if there’s any
“sony”. The supply object in Perl responds, spitting it

Let’s see if we can use this thing like a trader would.
Take a look at figure 5.
What’s happening in the background? Perl queries the
database, then pushes the data across the firewall to the
Web server. A Perl object representing the data is queried by a CGI script for “stocks to go” for this authenticated user. Java displays the data, by requesting refreshes every 30 seconds.

back. Our client now decides to book a borrow, but
notices that there is no rate. Aha. Must call the desk.
He calls the desk. We say “for you, 1.25.” He types it
in. Presses the button.

request and return it to the client.

In the background? A new activity object has been created, which is a fancy way for saying there’s another
line in the file. How do we know that?

Remember this is all about managing inventory. As a
user, we want to amend or cancel if we screwed up the
original transaction, or if our Zambian housing starts
algorithm tells us to do it. If it is past settle date,
meaning the securities have been delivered to our loading dock, our only option is to return those securities, in

We check our Request Status screen. Figure 7 illustrates the way it looks when we log in from within Barclays. Using this screen, we can accept or decline that

Figure 6 – Looking up “Sony” for the Supply Browser

There are other kinds of requests we can accept and
decline as a manager. This is shown in figure 8.

whole or in part.
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Conclusion
Could we have done this in another language? Yes.
Could we have pulled it off so quickly, while responding to changing requirements along the way? Maybe.
But probably not without Perl’s properties of ease of
use, weakly typed input/output streams and reformatting
capabilities to get the job done— on time and exceeding
the requirements of the business and our clients. That is
the definition of success.

Figure 7 – Request status screen
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Figure 8 – A quick look at our activity.

Figure 9 – Various generated reports

